Lattice-energy minimizations were used to explain the stacking disorder in Pigment Red 170. In X-ray and electron diffraction experiments the compound shows strong diffuse scattering in parallel rods perpendicular to the monoclinic axis, pointing to a layer structure with a stacking disorder. Within each layer the molecules form a rigid hydrogen-bridged network. Neighbouring layers are held together by van der Waals interactions. Subsequent layers may be shifted laterally in different directions.
Lattice-energy minimizations were used to explain the stacking disorder in Pigment Red 170. In X-ray and electron diffraction experiments the compound shows strong diffuse scattering in parallel rods perpendicular to the monoclinic axis, pointing to a layer structure with a stacking disorder. Within each layer the molecules form a rigid hydrogen-bridged network. Neighbouring layers are held together by van der Waals interactions. Subsequent layers may be shifted laterally in different directions.
Extensive lattice-energy minimizations were performed on ordered models (including models with new cell metrics and larger supercells [1]) with various stacking sequences derived from a combinatorial approach and from further local symmetry elements. Large supercell models were optimized using customized force-field methods [2] with the Materials Studio software [3] . The lattice-energy minimizations revealed lattice energies, structural correlations and local structure variations. Boltzmann statistics were used to obtain preferred arrangements and sequence probabilities, which provide a much more detailed picture of the structure than the averaged results from the X-ray structure determination. These results were used to set up large structures with 100 layers. The simulated diffraction patterns of such structures were quite similar to the experimental diffraction patterns; the diffuse scattering was too reproduced well. This shows the possibility to calculate and explain organic structures with stacking disorder and diffuse scattering using lattice-energy minimisations.
[ The crystal structure of Pigment Red 170 (PR 170) is important for understanding the photo-assisted fading of its colour [1] . A single crystal X-ray diffraction study of the b-polymorph using synchrotron radiation revealed Bragg reflections superimposed by rods of strong diffuse scattering, which suggests the presence of layer stacking faults of the planar molecule. The analysis of the diffraction patterns led us to choose a non-conventional B-centered Bragg lattice in the monoclinic crystal system, which conveniently places the diffuse streaks parallel to the c* axis. The average structure was solved and refined in the (non-standard) space group B2 1 /d to R1~8%. The structure consists of stacks of nearly planar molecular layers with (non-crystallographic) symmetry pgg. There are two molecules in the asymmetric unit, both of which are disordered with a roughly 90:10 ratio of alternate positions. This model confirms the presence of displacive disorder leading to faulted stacking along c. Our intention is to use the diffuse scattering to model the local structure of b-PR 170. 
